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Conversely, if a stable measure on these function spaces is given, there exists a 
stable process with paths in the function spaces which induces the given measure. 
Canonical Representations of Linear Symmetric p-Stable Processes 
Yumiko Sato, Nagoya, Japan 
A strictly stationary process {X,} is called 'linear' or 'admit a prediction' if there 
exists a continuous linear operator A0 from IX,] onto IX,: t ~< 0] such that (i) Aox = x 
whenever x ~ [X,: t <~ 0], (ii) if for every y ~ [X,: t ~< 0] the random variables x and 
y are independent, then Aox = 0, (iii) for every x ~ [X,] and y c [X,: t <~ 0] the random 
variables x-Aox  and y are independent. Here we denote by [X,] and IX,: t~0]  
closed linear spaces spanned by {X , : -oo<t<oo} and {X,: t~<0}, respectively. 
Urbanik proved in the case of E[X,[ < oo that a completely nondeterministic l near 
process has a canonical representation. 
Here we consider the case where {Xt} is a symmetric p stable processes (p < 1). 
In this case [Xt] is only a Frechrt space with the p stable quasi norm 1[ " II- we get 
the following result: 
Let 1 < p < 1 and {X,} be a nontrivial completely nondeterministic linear symmetric 
p stable process satisfying the following condition: 
there exists 6o > 0, K > 0 and 3' > 1 -p  such that 
(C~,) 
It-sl<~3o implies IIX,-XslI<~KIt-slL 
Then there exists an [X,]-valued nontrivial {T,}-homogeneous stochastic measure 
M satisfying 
[M( J ) :  J are intervals in (-oo, 0]] = [Xt: t ~< O] 
such that X, can be represented as 
x,=ff~f(u-t)M(du) 
with some function f 
Characterizations of Certain Subclasses of p-Stable Banach Spaces 
Yasuji Takahashi, Yamaguchi University, Yamaguchi, Japan 
Throughout the paper we assume that E denotes a Banach space with the dual 
E', Lv = Lp[O, 1] with 1 <p <2 and 1/p+ 1/p'= 1. We say that E is of stable type 
p if for each sequence {x,} in E, ~ IIx.llP<~ implies ~ x,~:, converges a.s. in E, 
where {~,} is an i.i.d, sequence of real random variables with characteristic function 
(ch.f.) exp(-I  tiP), t c R. Let X be a Banach space whose dual X '  is a closed subspace 
